
 

www.yatesplaygrounds.co.uk    Trim Trails    Age 2 to adult 

Our Low Level Trim Trails require balance, co-ordination and confidence. 

All the activities are individual items, and the length and layout of the trail can be  

customised to suit your space and needs and budget. 

Manufactured from powder coated steel with stainless steel chains and fixing these trails 

will provide years of endless fun and because of there height a safety surface is not required.   

Trails now have curved tubular posts with smooth round sphere tops. 

(Example shows 21 elements, this is approx 45m in length) 



 

www.yatesplaygrounds.co.uk    Arch Trail     Age 2 to adult 

Balance strength and agility are needed to conquer 

this fun arch adventure trail 

Arranged as separate stations or aligned together to 

form a continuous trail. 

Stainless steel frames and fittings, steel cored  

coloured ropes, and colourful foot and handholds. 

Rubber stepping stones aid transition between stations 



 

www.yatesplaygrounds.co.uk  Low Level Timber Trails  Age 2 to adult 

These low level trails encourage physical development in a fun and challenging way and because the free fall height is 

below 600mm they do not require a safety surface. (available as an option) 

Produced from pressure treated Radiata pine from a sustainable source, these trails will provide many years of fun. 

(The trails can be arranged in different configurations to suit the location e.g. circular or S-shape.)  

 

Trail 2: Length: 21m: Comprising of : 

2 x sloping balance walk, Cross ropes, Stepping logs, Log rope, Log snake, Rope walk, Walk & stretch posts. 

 

Trail 1: Length 21m: Comprising of : 

Balance walk, Stepping logs, Sloping balance walk, Drop rope traverse, Sloping balance weave, Balance challenge. 

Trail 3: Length 20m: Comprising of : 

2 x sloping balance walk, Stepping logs, Log snake, Log roll, Suspension bridge, Burma bridge, Log snake weave. 

Trail 4 Length 23m:Comprising of : 

Tightrope Crossing, Rope Tunnel, Stepping Logs 200mm, Balance Walk, Traverse Weave Combo, Climb Ladder, Tarzan 

Ring Beam. 

Trail 5 Length 17.5m: Comprising of : 

Stepping Logs 200mm, Crawl Net, Slalom Rope Walk, Rope Weave, 1.6m Wobble Board, Balance Slalom 



Trail 6: Length: 24m: Comprising of : 

Sloping double balance weave, Stepping logs, Log rope, Balance challenge, Drop rope traverse, balance slalom. 

Trail 8: Length: 13.75m: Comprising of : 

2 x Balance walks, Log rope, Cross rope, rope walk, Log roll with drop ropes. 

Trail 9; Length: 9m; Comprising of : 

Log rope, Jigsaw traverse wall, Log snake, Slalom rope walk, Stepping logs.  

Trail 7: Length: 19.5m: Comprising of : 

Tightrope Crossing, Wobble Bridge, Stepping Logs 200mm, Log Roll with Drop Ropes, Rope Bridge, Sloping 

Balance Weave 

Trail 10; Length: 10.5m; Comprising of : 

Sloping Balance Weave, Log Snake Weaver, Balance Slalom, Free Standing Tunnel 

Galvanised steel feet can be fitted for a small additional charge! Steel feet offer an alternative  

to in ground timbers and can be used in both wet pour surfacing and extended for loose fill bark.  

The feet are securely fixed to the base of the timbers with all fixings concealed. 

 


